Highlights from this Meeting:

– UnifiedPOS 1.15.1 is moving forward. Simple set of small updates. Plan to have ready for June meeting submission followed up by the same work in UnifiedPOS 1.16.

– John Glaubitz (Vertex) presented Retail Industry Ontology (RIO) for review with Peter Rivett (agnos.ai) and Elisa Kendall (Thematix). Tremendous amount of valuable work.

– Furuhata Tadashi (Microsoft) and Toyohiro Yasumoto (VINX) liaisons with OPOS-J in Japan will head a translation effort to take recently completed specs to the Japanese community of OPOS-J.

– Roland Zalisevskij (Service Plus IT) made significant progress on Fiscal API. Functionality summary is created, discussion on protocol definition is started, YAML specification is next step.

– Leonid Rubakhin (Aptos) completed the first pass at a YAML spec for common structures like Transactions, Retail Transactions, Customer and more. Planning to put under source control.

– Vivian Underwood (GS1-US), our liaison with GS1 will lead the next step of “Beyond the U.P.C.” as an opportunity to educate the community about application of existing specs to solve new use-cases.

– Completed the final draft of the guidance paper seeking to improve diversity, equity and inclusion surrounding the creation and use of the specifications we maintain. We are pleased with the focused scope, small size, ease of understanding and value of what was created.

– Ramping up converting from diagrams in Visio to using Enterprise Architect.

– Payload definitions moving from XML and JSON to using YAML in an OpenAPI manner.

– MicroLocation in Retail put on hold. It is an important and timely piece of technology, but team doesn’t have bandwidth for it and community support didn’t materialize. On hold until there’s time within existing teams or an event for outreach (i.e. in-person tradeshows or events)

– Deadlines for all tasks are adequate and work is all on track.
Highlights from this Meeting:

- **UnifiedPOS 1.15 - Digital Receipt API 1.0 RFP**
  - Mapping of old terminology to new RIO (ontology) basically complete.
  - YAML interface definition and JSON implementation are on the way.
  - Draft planned for June meeting feedback, official submission for September meeting

- **UnifiedPOS 2.0 - Fiscal API 2.0 RFP**
  - YAML defined API moving along quickly.
  - RIO Ontology appendix is steep and deep.
  - Draft planned for June meeting feedback, official submission for September meeting

- **UnifiedPOS 2.0 – Common Model and POS Printer**
  - Next task for UnifiedPOS work team to start back up.

- **Retail Industry Ontology (RIO)**
  - Extensive progress. Large body of work.

- **Guidance paper for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion**
  - Draft complete. Review underway, ready to plan the release and educational webinar.

- **Beyond the U.P.C. educational paper**
  - Tightly scoped. Plan to form team with community outreach.
Deliverables from this Meeting:
retail/ Retail DTF Day 1 Meeting Minutes
retail/ Retail DTF Day 2 Meeting Minutes
retail/ Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Guidance and Process final draft
retail/ RDTF Closing Plenary Report

Future Deliverables:
- Digital Receipt RFP
- UnifiedPOS v2 Fiscal API RFP
- UnifiedPOS v1.15.1
- Proposal for UnifiedPOS v1.16.1
- Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Guidance and Process paper (final)
- Beyond the U.P.C. Use-Case Examples with UnifiedPOS paper
- Planning to create more video content to educate the community about our specs
Liaisons

- OPOS-J
- GS1
- Ontology PSIG

**Agenda Items for the Next Meeting (Orlando):**

- RDTF Summary and Agenda Overview
- Retail Industry Ontology WG meeting
- UnifiedPOS WG meeting
- Submission to resolve issues in UPOS v1.15.1
- Proposal to enhance UPOS v1.16 with work from UPOS v1.15.1
- Beyond the U.P.C. Use-Case Examples with UnifiedPOS
- Draft of Digital Receipts for review feedback